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FOUR NEW SPECIES, ONE CHILLING EXPEDITION.
Embark on an adventure to uncover never-before-seen dinosaur fossils from one of the most isolated
environments on Earth. Antarctic Dinosaurs is an immersive experience, transporting visitors back 200
million years to discover what life was like in Antarctica.
Antarctic Dinosaurs guides visitors through what was once a lush, thriving continent. Discover fossils from
four Antarctic dinosaur species, including the 25-foot long Cryolophosaurus, and get hands-on experience
with real tools to learn how paleontologists carefully extracted fossils from the now frozen landscape.
Not only will visitors experience life in prehistoric Antarctica, they’ll also gain an understanding of the tough
working conditions for the scientists who visit the vast continent today and learn how research of these
fossils sheds new light on our planet’s ever-changing climate and geology.
Join the thrilling expedition at Discovery Place Science. Presented in Charlotte by Chase Bank.

Antarctic Dinosaurs was developed by the Field Museum, Chicago in partnership with the
Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County, Discovery Place – Charlotte, NC, and the Natural History Museum of Utah.
Generous support was provided by the Kenneth C. Griffin Charitable Fund.

EXHIBITION OVERVIEW
Come along on a dramatic adventure to Antarctica — one of the most isolated and dangerous environments on Earth —
and witness the latest discovery: dinosaurs. Follow scientists as they brave extreme conditions to excavate and bring home
remarkable fossils that deepen our understanding of life on Earth. Though Antarctica today can be a forbidding land of snow
and ice, 200 million years ago it was part of the supercontinent Gondwana, a wooded, lush habitat where dinosaurs thrived.
Over the course of millions of years, this warm landmass drifted toward the South Pole, becoming progressively cooler. As the
climate changed, so did the polar dinosaurs.

THE JOURNEY

1] ARRIVAL TO ANTARCTICA

3] FOSSIL HUNTING IN ANTARCTICA

Following the footsteps of early explorers and modern
scientists, visitors are transported to one of the most
inhospitable environments on the planet. Viewing the first
fossils ever discovered on the continent, it becomes clear
that Antarctica wasn’t always a frozen landscape.

Overcoming the same extreme conditions faced by the
first Antarctic explorers, paleontologists today rely on an
arsenal of modern power tools to excavate fossils from frozen
rock. Step into their shoes and experience the taxing but
exhilarating work of digging for fossils at a quarry camp.

2] ORIGINS OF ANTARCTICA

4] WORLD OF ANTARCTIC DINOSAURS

Journey back in time to explore the dynamic nature of
Antarctica’s geology and the forces—plate tectonics—
that created the southernmost continent. Examine a
reconstructed forest and encounter the early plants and
animals that flourished in the once verdant environment.

Ascend to “Dinosaur Mountain,” where the first Antarctic
dinosaurs have been uncovered. View fossils and large-scale
replications of dinosaur species unique to Antarctica. Marvel
at the Cryolophosaurus, the largest and most complete
Early Jurassic theropod in the world, and a nearly complete
juvenile sauropodomorph.

5] ANTARCTICA TRANSFORMS
How did Antarctica become the polar environment it is
today? Shifting from the warm Mesozoic Era through
the cooling of the continent, investigate the atmospheric
mechanisms behind the dramatic transformation.

6] LESSONS FROM ANTARCTICA
The research currently happening in Antarctica extends well
beyond the excavation of dinosaurs. Together with the study
of diverse scientific disciplines in the region, the examination
of dinosaurs allows for greater understanding of our planet’s
past, present and future climate transitions.

DID YOU KNOW?

ABOUT CRYOLOPHOSAURUS

• Antarctica is the coldest region on Earth (-128.6°F), though
the average during the coldest part of the year is -81°F. It
is also the driest continent, with little to no rainfall.

• Cryolophosaurus ellioti means
“frozen crested lizard.” It took
more than 20 years and four
excursions to retrieve the 5,000
pounds of rock containing all of
its known remains.

• An astounding 98 percent of Antarctica’s surface is
constantly covered by ice.
• The continent makes up nearly 10 percent of the world’s
total landmass and contains 70 percent of the globe’s
freshwater reserves.
• It is the only continent that does not have an indigenous
human population.

• At 25 feet and 1,500 pounds
(around the same weight as a bull
moose) Cryolophosaurus is currently
the largest known Early Jurassic
theropod.
• Cryolophosaurus possessed a large
cranial crest running across the top
of its skull that looked like someone
had glued a bizarre seashell there.
The crest has given the dinosaur the
nickname Elvisasaurus.
• To give an idea how ancient this
dinosaur is, T.rex lived closer to our
own time than it did to the time
Cryolophosaurus lived.

GET THE FULL EXPERIENCE
While Antarctic Dinosaurs is here, Discovery Place Science will also be debuting an accompanying IMAX® film,
Dinosaurs of Antarctica.
Like the exhibition, the film journeys to the south polar landscapes of Antarctica hundreds of millions of years ago to roam
the primitive forests and thick swamps alongside bizarre dinosaurs and colossal amphibians. It is an immersive glimpse into a
surreal world of bug-eyed giants and egg-laying mammals – where survival means enduring the sunless, six-month polar winter
surrounded by meat-eaters with night vision.
Juxtaposing the lush world of prehistoric Antarctica with the stark beauty of research and field sites today in the icy content, the
film also joins intrepid Antarctic scientists on a quest to understand the continent’s profound transformation – and to predict the
future as humans drive dramatic change.

JOIN THE THRILLING EXPEDITION

ADMISSION
Full Antarctic Experience

ADULTS

CHILDREN

SENIORS

Ages 2-13

Ages 60+

MEMBERS

WELCOME

Antarctic Dinosaurs the exhibit PLUS Dinosaurs of
Antarctica in IMAX
(includes Museum admission)

$26

$22

$24

$7

$8

Antarctic Dinosaurs (exhibition only)

$22

$18

$20

$3

$4

(includes Museum admission)

ABOUT DISCOVERY PLACE SCIENCE
One of the top hands-on science museums in the nation, Discovery Place Science provides ever-changing, entertaining facilities
that engage people in the active exploration of science, technology and nature. The museum brings relevant, contemporary
science to life through groundbreaking exhibitions, interactive educational programming and hands-on activities. Discovery
Place Science is located in Uptown Charlotte at 301 N. Tryon St. Convenient parking is available in the Museum’s parking
deck—the Carol Grotnes Belk Complex—at the corner of Sixth and Church streets. For more information about Discovery Place
Science, call 704-372-6261, visit discoveryplace.org, or connect with Discovery Place Science on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and YouTube. Discovery Place is a 501c3 nonprofit that provides STEM education to the Carolinas through four distinct
museum experiences at Discovery Place Science, Discovery Place Nature and Discovery Place Kids, interactive educational
programming, professional development training and community outreach initiatives. Discovery Place is supported, in part, with
funding from the Arts & Science Council.

ABOUT THE FIELD
The Field Museum is a forward-thinking scientific leader on a mission to explore, protect, and celebrate nature and culture.
From exhibitions that inspire journeys of discovery in visitors young and old, to the groundbreaking research and conservation
efforts driven by our 40 million artifacts and specimens, we’re on a mission to spark public engagement with science and
uncover solutions for a brighter world.

ABOUT CHASE
Chase is the U.S. consumer and commercial banking business of JPMorgan Chase & Co. (NYSE: JPM), a leading global financial
services firm with assets of $2.7 trillion and operations worldwide. Chase serves nearly half of America’s households with a
broad range of financial services, including personal banking, credit cards, mortgages, auto financing, investment advice, small
business loans and payment processing. Customers can choose how and where they want to bank: Nearly 5,000 branches in
28 states and the District of Columbia, 16,000 ATMs, mobile, online and by phone. For more information, go to chase.com.

